Enterprise search is important, and the search quality has a direct impact on the productivity of an enterprise. Many information needs of enterprise search center around entities. Intuitively, information related to the entities mentioned in the query, such as related entities, would be useful to reformulate the query and improve the retrieval performance. However, most existing studies on query expansion are termcentric. In this paper, we propose a novel entity-centric query expansion framework for enterprise search. Specifically, given a query containing entities, we first utilize both unstructured and structured information to find entities that are related to the ones in the query. We then discuss how to adapt existing feedback methods to use the related entities to improve search quality. Experiment results show that the proposed entity-centric query expansion strategy is more effective to improve the search performance than the state-of-the-art pseudo feedback methods on longer, natural language-like queries with entities.
INTRODUCTION
Today any enterprise has to deal with a sheer amount of information such as emails, Web pages, relational databases, etc. The quality of enterprise search is critical to reduce business costs and produce positive business outcomes.
Despite the great progress on Web search, there are still many unsolved challenges in enterprise search [11] . In particular, enterprise data contain not only unstructured information such as documents and Web pages, but also a rich set of structured information such as relational databases. These structured data usually center around entities since Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. CIKM '12 relational databases are designed based on Entity-Relation models. Furthermore, the unstructured data, which capture information complimentary to structured data, also contain rich information about entities and their relationships, embedded in text. Clearly, a large portion of enterprise information centers around entities. Therefore, it would be interesting to study how to fully utilize the unique characteristic of enterprise data, i.e., entities, as a bridge to seamlessly combine both structured and unstructured data to improve enterprise search quality.
One of the important search problems in every enterprise is to provide effective self-service IT support, where an enterprise user submits a query to describe a problem and expects to find relevant information for solving the problem from a collection of knowledge documents. For example, a user may submit a query "XYZ cannot access intranet" to find solutions to the network connection problem that he has with his computer "XYZ". However, as the knowledge documents seldom cover information about specific IT assets such as "XYZ", there might be many documents relevant to "cannot access intranet" but not to query entity, i.e., "XYZ". With existing search engines, the user may not be able to efficiently find the solution to his problem. It is clear that query entities, i.e., those mentioned in a query, should play an important role in the query expansion process, since they often represent one or multiple aspects of the information need. Intuitively, a document mentioning entities that are related to the query entities are more likely to be relevant to the query than those not mentioning any related entities. For example, if we could know that "XYZ" is a PC and"ActivKey" is required for the authentication of employees so that PCs can access the intranet, we would expand the original query with the related entities, i.e., "ActivKey", to improve search accuracy.
In this paper, we study the problem of entity-centric query expansion for enterprise search. Given a query involving entities, the goal is to utilize the entity relationships embedded in both structured and unstructured information to find entities that are related to the query and use them to improve the enterprise search performance.
We first study how to identify related entities. The structured data contain explicit information about relations among entities such as foreign-key relationships. However, the entity relationship information is often hidden in the unstructured data. We apply Condition Random Fields models to learn a domain-specific entity recognizer, and apply the entity recognizer to documents and queries to identify entities from the unstructured information. If two entities co-occur in the same document, they are related. The relations can be discovered by the context terms surrounding their occurrences.
With the entities and relations identified in both structured and unstructured data, we propose a general ranking strategy that systematically integrates the entity relationships from both data types to rank the entities that have relationships with the query entities. Intuitively, related entities should be relevant not only to the entities mentioned in the query but also the query as a whole. Thus, the ranking strategy is determined by not only the relationships between entities, but also the relevance of the related entities for the given query.
We conduct experiments over a real world enterprise data collection to evaluate the proposed methods. We find that the performance of entity identification is satisfying, and the proposed entity ranking methods are effective to find related entities for a given query. Moreover, experiment results show that entity centric query expansion methods are more effective than the state-of-the-art pseudo feedback methods to improve the retrieval performance over longer, natural language-like queries with entities.
RELATED WORK
Enterprise search is an important topic as the failure of finding relevant information will significantly cause the loss of productivities and therefore profit [10] . However, compared with Web search, enterprise search has received less attention in the research community. Hawking [11] discussed several challenges in enterprise search, but it remains unclear what are the effective strategies to improve search accuracy. The enterprise track in TREC [7, 4] has attracted more research efforts on improving enterprise search quality including expert finding [1, 19] and document search [12, 16] . However, to our best knowledge, few work has been done on utilizing entities to improve enterprise search.
Our work is also related to entity retrieval. The entity track of TREC conference focused on the problem of finding related entities [2, 3] . The goal is to retrieve entities that are related to a structured query from a document collection. The entity ranking of INEX [8] also focused on retrieving related entities with the emphasis on the type of the target entities (i.e., categories) rather than the relation between the target and input entities. Liu et al. [15] studied the problem of finding relevant information with specified types. Unlike previous work, we use unstructured queries to find the related entities, and no entity type is specified in the query and no explicit relation is specified either. Moreover, the related entities are not returned directly but utilized to improve document search accuracy.
Query expansion is a well known strategy to improve retrieval performance [22, 14] . A common strategy in most existing query expansion methods are term-based. Specifically, they use different strategies to select expansion terms from feedback documents, user feedback or external sources, and update the existing query through some re-weighting strategies. On the contrary, we study the feasibility of using related entities for query expansion.
FINDING RELATED ENTITIES
Since structured information is designed based on entityrelationship models, it is straightforward to identify entities and their relationships there. However, the problem is more An entity in the structured information DDB E(T )
A set of entities in the text T challenging for the unstructured information, where we do not have any information about the semantic meaning of a piece of text. In this section, we will first discuss how to identify entities in the unstructured information and then propose a general ranking strategy to rank the entities based on the relationships in both unstructured and structured information. Table 1 explains the notations used in the paper.
Entity Identification in Unstructured Data
Unlike structured information, unstructured information does not have semantic meaning associated with each piece of text. As a result, entities are not explicitly identified in the documents, and are often represented as sequences of terms. Moreover, the mentions of an entity could have more variants in unstructured data. For example, entity "Microsoft Outlook 2003" could be mentioned as "MS Outlook 2003" in one document but as "Outlook" in another.
The majority of entities in enterprise data are domain specific entities such as IT assets. These domain specific entities have more variations than the common types of entities. To identify entity mentions from the unstructured information, following existing studies on named entity identification [18, 9, 5] , we train a model based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [13] with various features including dictionary, regular expression and part of speech tags. Specifically, the model makes binary decision for each term in a document, and the term will be labeled as either an entity term or not. We trained the model on a training document set with their entity mentions manually labeled. Note that the training set is different from the test collections we used in the experiments.
After identifying entity mentions in the unstructured data (denoted as em), we need to connect them with the entities in the structured data (denoted as e) to make both the unstructured and structured data integrated. Specifically, we first construct a list of candidate entities from the structured data. Given an entity mention in a document, we calculate its string similarity based on the SoftTFIDF string similarity function proposed by Cohen et al. [6] with every one on the candidate list and select the most similar one. Note that this step is done offline.
Entity Ranking
The next challenge is how to rank candidate entities for a given query. The underlying assumption is that the relevance of the candidate entity for the query is determined by the relationships between the candidate entity and the entities mentioned in the query. Formally, the relevance score of a candidate entity e for a query Q can be computed as: where R(e Q , e) is the relevance score between query entity e Q and e based on their relationships in collection D. We now discuss how to exploit the characteristics of both unstructured and structured information to compute the relevance score between two entities, i.e. R(e Q , e), based on their relationships.
Using Relationships from the Structured Data
In relational databases, every table corresponds to one type of entities, and every tuple in a table corresponds to an entity. The database schema describes the relations between different tables as well as the meanings of their attributes.
We consider two types of entity relationships. First, if two entities are connected through foreign key links between two tables, these entities will have the same relation as the one specified between the two tables. For example, as shown in Figure 1(a) , entity "John Smith" is related to entity "HR", and their relationship is "WorkAt". Second, if one entity is mentioned in an attribute field of another entity, the two entities have the relation specified in the corresponding attribute name. As shown in Figure 1(b) , entity "Windows 7" is related to entity "Internet Explorer 9" through relation "OS Required". We now discuss how to compute the relevance scores between entities based on these two relation types.
The relevance scores based on foreign key relations are computed as:
there is a link between e Q and e, 0 otherwise.
The relevance scores based on field mention relations are computed as:
where e.text denotes the union of text in the attribute fields of e. We can get the final ranking score by integrating the two types of relevance score through linear interpolation:
where α is a coefficient to control the influence of two components.
Using Relationships from Unstructured Data
Unlike in the structured data where entity relationships are specified in the database schema, there is no explicit entity relationship in the unstructured data. Since the cooccurrences of entities may indicate certain semantic relations between these entities, we use the co-occurrence relationships in this paper. Our experiment results (c.f. Section 5) showed that such co-occurrence relationships can already result in good performance in entity ranking and query expansion. We may also apply advanced NLP techniques to automatically extract relations [20] , and we leave it as our future work.
After identifying entities from unstructured data and connecting them with candidate entities as described in the previous subsections, we are able to get the information about co-occurrences of entities in the document sets. If an entity co-occurs with a query entity in more documents and the context of the co-occurrences is more relevant to the query, the entity should have higher relevance score.
Formally, the relevance score can be computed as follows:
where d denotes a document in the enterprise collection, and W INDOW (e Q , e, d) is the set of all possible context windows in which the two entities co-occur in d . The basic assumption is that the relations between the two entities can be captured through their context. Thus, the relevance between the query and the context terms can be used to model the relevance of the relationships between two entities for the given query. The window size is set to 64 based on preliminary results. If the distance of two entities is longer than the window size, they will be considered non-related. Note that S(Q, c) measures the relevance score between the query and content of context window of the two entities. Since both Q and c essentially are bag of words, the relevance score between them can be estimated by existing document retrieve models.
ENTITY CENTRIC QUERY EXPANSION
We now discuss how to utilize the related entities to improve the performance of document retrieval. As shown in Section 1, we observe that the related entities, which are relevant to the query but are not directly mentioned in the query can serve as complementary information to the original query terms. Therefore, integrating the related entities into the query can help the query to cover more information aspects, and thus improve the performance of document retrieval.
Language modeling [17] has been a popular framework for document retrieval in the recent decade. One of the popular retrieval models is KL-divergence [22] , where the relevance score of document D for query Q can be estimated based on the distance between the document and query models, i.e.
S(Q, D) = − X w p(w|θQ) log p(w|θD).
To further improve the performance, Zhai and Lafferty [22] proposed to update the original query model using feedback documents as follows:
where θQ is the original query model, θF is the estimated feedback query model based on feedback documents, and λ controls the influence of the feedback model. Unlike previous work where the query model is updated with terms selected from feedback documents, we propose to update it using the related entities. Following the sprit of model-based feedback methods [22] , we propose to update the query model as follows:
where θQ is the query model, θER is the estimated expansion model based on related entities and λ controls the influence of θ ER. Given a query Q, the relevance score of a document D can be computed as:
The main challenge here is how to estimate p(w|θER) based on related entities. Given a query, we have discussed how to find related entities E R in the Section 3. We think the top ranked related entities can provide useful information to better reformulate the original query. Here we use "bags-of-terms" representation for entity names, and a name list of related entities can be regarded as a collection of short documents. Thus, we propose to estimate the expansion model based on the related entities as follows:
where E L R is the top L ranked entities from ER, and N (e) is the name of the entity e.
EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Design
We construct two enterprise data sets using real-world data from HP, denoted as ENT. Each data set consists of two parts: unstructured documents and structured databases. The unstructured documents consist of 59,706 knowledge base documents which are provided by the IT support department. Most of the documents are talking about how-to and troubleshooting for the software products used HP. The structured data include a relational database which contains the information about 2,628 software products. 60 Queries are collected from the internal IT support forum as the query set. Almost all the queries are described in natural languages, and the average query length is 8 terms, which is much longer than keyword queries used in Web search. The queries are selected so that every query contains at least one entity. Let us consider a query from the query set, i.e., query, we ask human assessors to manually label the relevance of every entity (for evaluating finding related entities) and every document (for evaluating document retrieval). We use MAP (Mean Average Precision) as the main measurement for the performance. P@3 (Precision at rank 3), P@10 (Precision at rank 10) and R-precision (R is the number of relevant results for a given query) are also reported.
Finding Related Entities
We evaluated the effectiveness of our entity ranking methods. By plugging Equation (3) and (2) into Equation (1), we can get different entity ranking models, which are denoted as R T EXT and R DB , respectively. Moreover, structured and unstructured data may contain different relationships between entities. Thus, it would be interesting to study whether combining these relationships could bring any benefits. We can combine them through a linear interpretation:
where β balances the importance of the relationships from the two sources. Table 2 shows the optimal results. We can find that the performance of R T EXT is much better than R DB , showing that the relationships in the unstructured documents are more effective than those in the structured data. The R BOT H model can reach the best performance, but its improvement over R T EXT is small. We then studied the parameter values used to achieve the optimal performance on ENT. Specifically, α in Equation (2) is set to 0.7, indicating that the foreign link relations is more important than entity mention relations. And β in Equation (8) is set to 0.7, which suggests that the unstructured data contributes most to rank the related entities. By analyzing the data, we find that the main reason for the worse performance of structured data based entity ranking (i.e. R DB ) is that the number of relations between entities (either foreign key links or entity mention in the attribute field) is much smaller than that within the unstructured data. Only 37.5% of entities has relationships in the structured data. We expect the performance of R DB could be improved when the structured data can provide more information about entity relations.
Effectiveness of Query Expansion
The entity-centric expansion function is shown in Equation (6) . In the experiments, we estimate p(w|θ Q) by maximum likelihood, i.e. p(w|θQ) =
count(w,Q) |Q|
, where count(w, Q) is the number of occurrences of w in Q and |Q| is the query length. And p(w|θ D ) can be estimated using smoothing methods such as Dirichlet Prior [21] .
Thus, the basic retrieval model (i.e., when λ = 0) is the KL-divergence function with Dirichlet Prior smoothing [21] , which is one of the state-of-the-art retrieval functions. We denote it as Baseline. To compare our models with other language model based query expansion models, we choose model-based feedback [22] , which is a state-of-the-art pseudo relevance feedback model, to do query expansion and use it as a stronger baseline, which is denoted as BaselineF B.
As described in Section 4, we can expand queries with the names of entities which are related to the query. Specifically, the entity name based expansion model (i.e., Equation (7) using entity lists from R T EXT , R DB and R BOT H are denoted as QE T EXT , QE DB and QE BOT H , respectively. The optimal results are reported in Table 3. Comparing  it with Table 2 , we can find that the better the quality of related entities, the better the performance of query expansion. QE BOT H performs best as R BOT H generates the best result of related entities. Moreover, we can find that QE BOT H can outperform both baselines significantly, showing that entity names have more beneficial effects than the terms chosen by language modeling approach to do query expansion.
Since the optimal parameter settings for the same query expansion model may vary on different data sets, we would like to see the robustness of our models by automatically learning the optimal parameter settings within one data set. We conduct 5-fold cross validation over the query set on ENT, and the results are shown in Table 4 . It is clear that the proposed entity-based expansion methods are more effective than the two baseline methods.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we study the problem of improving enterprise search quality using related entities to do query expansion. In particular, we propose a domain specific entity identification method based on CRFs, a general ranking strategy that can find related entities based on different entity relationships from both unstructured and structured data, and an entity-centric query expansion method that can utilize related entities to estimate a new query model. We then conduct experiments over a real-world enterprise data set to exam the effectiveness of both finding related entities and entity based query expansion methods. Experiment results demonstrate that our proposed entity ranking methods can retrieve high quality related entities. Moreover, results also show that entity based query expansion method can outperform the state-of-the-art term based query expansion methods over long, natural language like queries with entities.
There are many interesting future research directions. First, it would be interesting to leverage relation among entities to improve the performance. Second, we plan to study how to utilize the related entities to aggregate search results.
